BOOK AWARD COMMITMENT

1. Donor name(s):  

2. Amount of Gift: $ 12,500  

3. Name to appear on Book Award:  

4. Course to be sponsored:  

5. I/We will fulfill my/our commitment to the UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA in the following manner:

   PLEDGE YEAR ONE  $  2,500
   PLEDGE YEAR TWO  $  2,500
   PLEDGE YEAR THREE $  2,500
   PLEDGE YEAR FOUR  $  2,500
   PLEDGE YEAR FIVE  $  2,500

(The fiscal year of the University of Florida runs from July 1 through June 30).

6. Sponsorship will begin with the:  YEAR 2009  

7. Reminders will be sent annually in November unless otherwise specified to:  

The first Book Award will be conferred following the conclusion of the semester noted. Course schedules and offerings may vary, but Book Awards will be conferred at least once annually.

Signature(s)  

PLEASE MAIL/FAX YOUR PLEDGE TO:
UF LAW CENTER ASSN.
P.O. BOX 117623
GAINESVILLE FL 32611
FAX: (352) 392-3434

Thank you for your support of UF law students, faculty & programs!